
Sample test – Physics 
 
 
 

1. Vocabulary  
  
Fill a  suitable word or phrase into each gap. In s ome cases the initial letter of the wanted word 
is given. In some cases the meaning of the wanted w ord is given in brackets. 

 
 

             A star is a self-luminous body which ......................................... nuclear energy within its 

c..................  . Stars are not distributed ...........................................(=evenly) throughout the universe, 

but are collected together in galaxies. There is a ........................................... between the age and 

lifetime of a star and its mass. A star is believed to form from the c.......................................... of 

intestallar mater , which collects either by chance or for unknown reasons, and grows  by 

a........................................... other matter towards itself as a result of its g............................................. 

field. 

            Star cluster is a group of stars that are s........................................................(=enough) close to 

each other for them to be physically ................................................ (=connected). Stars belonging to 

the same cluster were ........................................... from the same cloud of the interstellar gas and have 

a.................................................. (= nearly) the same age and initial chemical c.................................  . 

Because of this , and because the stars in a given cluster are at roughly the same d.............................. 

from earth, observations of star clusters are of great s........................................... (= importance) in 

sudies of stellar e......................................... (= development). There are two types of star clusters. 

Open (or galactic) clusters are rather loose systems of between a few hundred and a few thousand 

bodies. The stars in open clusters are quite young by astronomical standards and have a relatively 

high ....................................... of heavy elements. Globular clusters are roughly spherical collections of 

between ten thousand and a million stars, which are very old.         

 

 

2. Word formation  

Put the words in the brackets into correct form and /or part of speech to complete the text. 

 

..................................... (to divide) of matter into fluids and solids is generally accepted. Gas is a fluid 

in which the matter occupies all of its container ...................................... (respect) of its quantity. In an 

ideal gas which obeys the gas laws exactly, the molecules themselves would have a 

..................................... (to neglect) volume and the forces between them would be of no 

.....................................  (important) as well. The .................................. (to collide) between the 

molecules would be perfectly elastic. In practice, however, the ..................................... (to behave) of 

real gases deviates from the gas laws because their molecules occupy a finite volume , there are 

small forces between them and their ........................................ (to interact) would be to a certain extent 

inelastic.   

 



3. Grammar  

Choose the correct alternative. 

 

1. Who .................................... the data you used in your report? 

    a/ give               b/ did give               c/ gave                d/ giving 

2. ................................... that we shold cancel the meeting? 

  a/ Are they agree         b/ They agree          c/ Agree they             d/ Do they agree 

3. The space mission .............................. launched successfully this morning. 

  a/ have been                b/ would be               c/ was                       d/ had been 

4. How ............................. have you been studying physics? 

   a/ many times             b/ much time              c/ long                      d/ often 

5. I ................................. a difficult exam this Friday.     

   a/ take                         b/ have taken             c/ am taking             d/ taken            

6. As soon as he ............................... we will start the measurements.  

   a/ arrives                     b/ will arrive                 c/ is arriving             d/ does arrive 

7. I am not as clever ............................... my brother.  

   a/ than                        b/ as                             c/  that                      d/ like  

8. The professor is one of .............................. people I have ever met.  

   a/ most intelligent       b/ a most intelligent      c/ the more intelligent  d/ the most intelligent   

9. I ................................ John´s report when he entered.  

   a/ had read                b/ have read                  c/ had been reading    d/ was reading 

10. She ........................ the door when she realised the keys were inside the car.  

   a/ has already locked  b/ is already locking   c/ had already locked   d/ already locked  

11. Don´t forget ........................... the lights when you leave. 

   a/ turning off               b/ turn off                     c/ turned off                 d/ to turn off  

12. They plan ........................... the islands on their next expedition. 

   a/ to visit                     b/ visiting                     c/ to visiting                  d/ visit  

 

  

4. Articles, prepositions, auxiliaries  

Fill one  word into each gap. 

 

Equilibrium is a state in ..................... a system has its energy distributed ....................the statistically 

........................ probable manner. Static equilibrium means that the resultant of all forces acting 

....................... a body is zero. Such body may be ................... rest and will not accelerate. If it is in 

stable equilibrium, after a slight displacement it returns .................... its initial position. If a slight 

displacement causes .......................... body to move ...................... a new position, then .................... 

body is in unstable equilibrium. A body is said to be in thermal equilibrium if no heat exchange is 

taking place ........................ it or .......................... it and its surroundings. A system is in chemical 

equilibrium when a reaction and its reverse are proceeding ............................ equal rates. In dynamic 



equilibrium, an activity .......................... one direction is balanced .............................. comparable 

reverse activity.   

 

 

 

5. Text comprehension  

Read the following text and then do the tasks below  it. 

 

Radiotransmission is the transfer of radiowaves from a transmitting aerial to the receiving aerial. The 

radiation may take several paths. Tropospheric (or ground) wave is the sum of line-of-sight wave and 

reflected ground wave. Sky waves are reflected by the ionosphere and enable long-distance 

transmission of the signal. The ionization of atoms and molecules in the ionosphere is caused largely 

by solar ultraviolet and X-radiation and therefore conditions differ between night and day. The 

ionization in the lower region of the ionosphere drops at night in the absence of sunlight and ions and 

electrons tend to recombine. In the less dense higher region of the ionosphere, however, there are 

fewer collisions between ions and electrons and therefore fewer recombinations at night. The higher 

region is therefore a more effective and reliable reflector at night. 

Task 1: In the above text find words which mean the  same as explained below. The words in 

the text are not necessarily in the same form as th eir explanations below.   

a route 

dislocation and relocation (one word) 

for that reason 

to make possible  

to decrease      
stable and predictable 

Task 2: According to the text, are the following st atements true (T) or false(F)? 

A receiving aerial sends out a signal. 

A ground radio wave may be reflected. 

In the lower the layer of the ionosphere there are more particles in a unit of volume than in the higher 

region. 

The higher  region of the ionosphere is a better reflector at night than during the day. 

Sunlight causes decompositon of the molecules in the ionosphere.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Key to Sample test – Physics 

 
1. Vocabulary 
produces, generates..... 
core 
regularly, uniformly 
relation, link ... 
condensation 
attracting 
gravitational 
sufficiently 
associated, linked, related... 
formed, created.... 
approximately 
composition 
distance 
significance 
evolution 
conent, concentration, abundance 
 
2. Word formation 
division, irrespective, negligible, importance, collisions, behaviour, interactions 
 
3. Grammar 
1C, 2D, 3C, 4C, 5C, 6A, 7B, 8D, 9D, 10C, 11D, 12A 
 
4. Articles, prepositions, auxliaries 
which, in, most, on, at, into(to), a, to, the, within, between, at, in, by 
 
5. Text comprehension 
Task1: path, recombination, therefore, to enable, to drop, reliable 
Task2: F, T, T, T, T 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


